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As an openly gay comic, Bob Smith broke barriers with an appearance on "The Tonight Show." Now Smith
offers up his own original, whine-free perspective on being grown up and gay.In OPENLY BOB, the
acclaimed comedian candidly, and humorously, tackles issues facing grown-up gays as they make their place
in an overwhelmingly straight society. From bringing your boyfriend home to your father's funeral, to being
the only gay couple at a family wedding, to surviving couples counseling, Smith's decidedly wry spin on the
events of our lives resonates with keen observation and hilarious truth."So Mom says to me on the phone,
'Just because you're coming home for your father's funeral doesn't mean we can't have fun!'"Sex education,
meteor showers, lesbian ventriloquist dummies, fleamarket shopping, body piercing, pot -smoking drag
queens, environmental correctness, Judgment Day, Samuel Beckett, Newt Gingrich, Coco Chanel, Sigmund
Freud--nothing and no one escapes Smith's incisive eye in this very human collection of comic essays.
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From reader reviews:

Diane Adams:

Openly Bob can be one of your nice books that are good idea. We recommend that straight away because
this guide has good vocabulary which could increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to understand, bit
entertaining but still delivering the information. The author giving his/her effort to get every word into
pleasure arrangement in writing Openly Bob nevertheless doesn't forget the main place, giving the reader the
hottest and also based confirm resource details that maybe you can be certainly one of it. This great
information could drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial considering.

Corey Ison:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside having friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV all day every day. You can have new activity to invest your whole day by looking at a book.
Ugh, do you consider reading a book really can hard because you have to bring the book everywhere? It all
right you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Smartphone. Like Openly Bob which
is getting the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's observe.

Robert Knight:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got learners? We believe that that issue
was given by teacher to their students. Many kinds of hobby, Everyone has different hobby. And you know
that little person similar to reading or as examining become their hobby. You need to understand that reading
is very important and also book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to include you knowledge, except
your teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update with regards to something by book. A substantial
number of sorts of books that can you choose to adopt be your object. One of them is actually Openly Bob.

Gerald Velasco:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information from
a book. Book is composed or printed or descriptive from each source in which filled update of news. With
this modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From media
social including newspaper, magazines, science book, encyclopedia, reference book, novel and comic. You
can add your understanding by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to spread out your book?
Or just looking for the Openly Bob when you needed it?
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